
12 Measures of Central Tendency
CTIAPTEN

Name:

l2.l IttEAN

Class: Date:

1,2,6Find the mean of a set of data

3,7Find the mean of grouped data with ctass

interva Is

3, 5, ',I4, 16Sotve probtems involving grouped data with

individual vatues
4, 8, 9, 10, 11,12, l3,',ls, 17Solve problems involving mean of data

Related Questionsl l2l3l4 s

Confidence Level

Mean, median and mode are the three measures of central tendency'

They are also known as averages in statistics.

The mean of a set of data is derived by the formula:

For example, the tist shows the heights (in cm) of five boys

. 172+165+177+169+180-,,. r
To find the mean height of the boys, we take ------1- - t t z'o'

.'. mean height is'172.6cm

172, 165, 177, 169, 180

sum ofvalues
Ir/ean =;;;5;;1;;

measures of
centrial tendency

mean

median

mode

averages

When data is grouped into class intervals, we use a

tabte shows the Mathematics quiz scores of 40 students'

To find the mean of the grouped data with ctass intervats' we use the ctass

mid-vatue to estimate the mean score of the class'

FrequencYQuiz score (r)

0<r<5
75<r<10
23

915 < x <20

the data

40
(2.s) 0)+ (7.s )(7)+ (r2.s)(23) + (17.s)(s)

The frequencY

frequency table to rePresent

= 12.5 marks
Estimated mean score of 40 students =

frequency table
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nrrftrlIFnErr

Q rind the mean of each ofthe following set of numbers.

(a) 1, s, 8, 16, 20

(bl 4.4, 2.8, 9.s, 11.8, 23.s

@ Find an expression for the mean of each of the foflowing set of numbers.
(a) 3r, 9r, 15x, 24x, 2gx

(bl ay-1, 4+y, 21 -sy, 3. 3y, 11 +2y

@ 1a) the mean of six numbers is 17. Find the su m of these six nu mbers.

(b) The sum ofthe values in a data set is 77. The mean ofthe data set is 5.5.
Find the number ofvalues in the data set.
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@ find the mean ofx for each ofthe following distributions.

Age {x years) 10 1l 't2 l3 14

Frequency 9 7 12 6 6

(b) Travelling time (r min) 0 < r < l0 ]0<x<20 20<.r<30 30<.r<40 40<x<50

Frequency 11 12 6 t6 8

(a)

@ A survey is conducted on a group of students to find out the number of hours they spen

- ln,"rn"t in 
" 

*eek. The dot diagram shows the results of the survey'

d on the

Number of hours spent on the lnternet in a week

567 8910
Number of hours

11 12 13

Fin d

(a) the number ofstudents who took part in the survey'

(b) the totat number of hours spent on the lnternet'

(c) the mean number of hours spent on the lnternet'
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Key: l2 l4 represents '124 cm.

Find

(a) the number of plants,

(b) the mean height of the plants.

@ the histogram shows the survey resurts of the number of weekly work hou rs of a grou p of adu rts

@ The stem-and-teaf diagram showsthe heights (in cm) ofptants in a nursery.

Heights of plants

Stem Leaf

12 45578
'13 1123666899
14 06778

il_ret-T]_

Find

ofwork hours irl

(a) the number of adults who took part in the survey,

(b) an estimate ofthe mean number ofwork hours per week.

!I
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O (a) fh" ,""n mass of six oranges is 320 g. Find the new mean mass when two oranges of
masses 342 g and 308 g are added to the group.

(b) The mean height of eight adults is 175cm. Find the new mean height when one of the adu[ts,

with a height of 180cm, is excluded from the group'

@ The mean of 6+ x,Zx - 3,2 + 4x and x-l is 1l' Find thevatueofx'

@ GroupA has t7 peopte and group B has 15 people The mean ages of the people in groupsA and 8 are

23 and27 years rcspectively itna tn" rn"un age of the peopte in groups A and I combined'
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@ The mean score of Joshua's five quizzes is '13.8 marks. When another quiz score is included, the mean
becomes 13. Find his score in the last quiz.

@ The mean of a set of six nu mbers is 37.5 and the mean of another set of eight numbers is:.
lf the combined mean ofthe 14 numbers is 27.5, find the value ofz.

@ The mean of a set of six values is 62. The ratio of the values is 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : g : 9.Find the largest value in the data set.
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@ the tabte shows the number of tibrary books borrowed by 40 students.

Frequency 3 12 x v 4

(a) Showthatz+Y=2t.

(b) The mean number of library books borrowed is 5.925.

Form an equation in x and y and show that it reduces to 6x + 7y = 133.

(c) Solve the simultaneous equations in (a) and (b) to find the values ofx and y

@ sherwin completed four practice papers. lf heobtainsSg marksforthe next practice paper,the

{ 
,.un mark witl increase by 1.5. Find Sherwin's current mean mark'
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q

(b) all fourvalues increase by3,

(c) all four values increase by l500/0.

@ The table shows the number ofdays 50 students were late for schoot

Number of days 0 I 2 3 4 5

Frequency 21 12 x v
The mean number of days that the students were late is 1.22. Find the vatues of x and y.

@ a, b, c and d. are positive integers. The mean of the numbers is r,
@ Express the new mean, in terms of x, when

(a) the value of a increases by 8,
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Name:

12.2 MEDIAN

Class:.....

7 1
'l1,5Find the median of a set of individual data

2,3,4,9,10,12Find the median of a set of grouped data
6,8, 10, 13, l4Solve problems involving median of a set ofdata
11,12Compare two sets of data

rl zlalrlsl Related Questions
Confidence Level

The foltowing shows the heights (in cm) offive boys, arranged in ascending order

'165 169 172 ]77 180

t
middte positlon

The middle value is the 3rd value.

.'. median height = 172 cm.

lf the number of vatues is even, the median is the mean of the two middle values

For example, the heiShts of six boYs are asftto1s:

165 169 172 , | 1B 177 180

t
middte position

172 +173 --^
.. median height = --j-i--:- = 172 5 cm'

when the heights are arranged in descending order, the vatue(s) in the middte

position does not change

For grouped data with ctass intervals, the class which contains the middle vatue

is the median class.

For examPle:

x 0 <.r < l0 10<x<20 30<r<40 40<x<50

FrequencY 9 1l 1 6 4

There are 37 values in total Hence the median vatue is the 1gth value

.'. median ctass is 10 < r < 20

middle value

ascending order

descending order
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BASIC MASTERY

Q find the median of each ofthe fotlowing sets of numbers.
(a) 10, ls, 18, 26, 40

(bl 4, 17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 32, 41

(c) 25 32, 26, 39

(d) 54 47, 3?, 48, 53, 66, 41

@ the table shows the number of books read by 30 children in a mont

3 43

62

h.

Number of books read 0 ,1

2 3 4 5

2 5 7 7 3 6

Find the median number of books read.
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@ fhe dot diagram shows the number of credit cards owned by some adults.

Number of credit cards owned

345
Number of credit cards

Find

(a) the number of adults who took part in the survey,

(b) the median number of credit cards owned.

2

(O The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the heights of boys in a class'

Heights of boys

Frnal

(a) the number of boYs in the class,

(b) the class intervatwhere the median falls in'
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@ The stem-a nd-leaf diagram shows the ages of 22 elderly at a community centre.

Ages of elderly
Stem Leaf

6

7

8

777889
00123567899
22466

Ke]4 6 I 7 represents 67 years old.

(a) Find the mean age ofthe elderly.

(b) Find the median age ofthe elderly

(c) An elderly aged 70 enters the community centre. Find the new mean and median ages.

@ A data set consists of the following seven values.

11, 6, 15, 16, 8, 19, ,
(a) Suppose the median is 12, find the value ofr.

(b) suppose that when the value 13 is incruded in the data set, the median is sti[ 12.
Find the value of x
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@
@ the table shows the househotd incomes (in $) of l2famities.

8750 3230 947 0 6080 8420 5600

6420 9300 5710 6880 4120 193 20

(a) Find the mean household income.

(b) Find the median household income.

(c) suggest whether the mean or median is a better representation of the measure of centraI

tendency for this set of data. Give a reason to support your answer.

(b) The median of eight consecutive even integers is 51. Find the smallest integer'

o The following shows the Mathematics scores of 200 students'

Score (r) 0<r<20 20<x<40 40<.r<60 60<x<80 80<r<100

Frequency 1 22 45 105

(a) Find the estimated mean score.

(b) Find the class intervatwhich contains the median score'
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@ the table shows the number of movies viewed by a class of students in a month.

E, Number of movies 0 1 2 3 4 5

Frequency 3 7 x 4 6 8

Given that the median is 3, find

(a) the largest possible vatue ofx,

(b) the smatlest possible value ofx

@ lhe Mathematics and science test scores of 20 students are presented in a back-to-back

@ stem-and-leaf diagram.

Test scores of students
Leaf for Mathemati(s Stem Leaf for Science

76 788
86421 2677889

00
Key: 6 i I | 7 represents t6 marks for Mathematics and t7 marks for Science

(a) Find the mean score for each subject.

(b) Find the median score for each subject

(c) Determine the subject in which the students performed better.

5

1

2
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ia
@ The tabte shows the num ber of siblings the students in Class,4 a nd Class I have.

Number of siblings 0 1 2 3 4

Frequency for Class A 12 19 6 2 l

Frequency for Class B 8 21 8 3 0

(a) Find the mea n nu mber of siblings for students in

(i) Class A,

(ii) Class 8.

(b) Find the median number of siblings for students in

(i) Ctass A,

(ii) Class 8.

(c) Exptain whetherthe mean or median is a better representation ofthe measure ofcentral

tendency for this set of data.
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ADVANCED

@ lhe tabte shows the number of exercise sessions attended by some adutts in a week

q, Number of exercise sessions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Frequen(y 3 x 8 5 8 4 2

lal lf x=+,
(i) find the mean number of exercise sessions per week,

(ii) find the median number of exercise sessions per week.

(b) lf the median is 2.5, find the value of ,.

(c) lf the median is 3, find the largest possibte value of .r.

@ thetabte showsthe nu mber of passengers boardingeach taxi atataxi stand.

E Number of passengers 0 1 2 3 4

Frequency x+2 8 10 9 2a+3

Given that x is a positive integer, find
(a) the va{ue ofx if there are 65 taxis,

(b) the va lue of z if the mean n um ber of passengers is 2.3,

(<) the maximum and minimum values of r if the median number of passengers is 3.
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